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We Know Now Snowmen Exist - Michael Spencer 2021-03-04
Five women go camping in a remote mountain range. None return.Each
has their own reasons for needing to get away. But what starts as a
camping trip takes a dark turn when they start to question if they're
really alone on the mountainside. Each has heard the Legend of the
Snowmen, but what really awaits the girls outside the relative safety of
their tent - and more importantly, do they really know who's inside
it?Based upon the real events of the Dyatlov Pass Incident this
psychological thriller transfers events to the modern day, but explores
the mysteries that have remained unsolved since the 1950s. Why was the
tent cut open form the inside out? Why were the bodies partially dressed
in each others' clothing? And what was meant by the group's chilling
final journal entry; 'We know now snowmen exist.'
Return to Dyatlov Pass - J. H. Moncrieff 2018-03-18
In 1959, nine Russian students set off on a skiing expedition in the Ural
Mountains. Their mutilated bodies were discovered weeks later. Their
bizarre and unexplained deaths are one of the most enduring true
mysteries of our time. Nearly sixty years later, podcast host Nat
McPherson ventures into the same mountains with her team, determined
to finally solve the mystery of the Dyatlov Pass incident. Her plans are
thwarted on the first night, when two trackers from her group are
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brutally slaughtered. The team's guide, a superstitious man from a
neighboring village, blames the killings on yetis, but no one believes him.
As members of Nat's team die one by one, she must figure out if there's a
murderer in their midst-or something even worse-before history repeats
itself and her group becomes another casualty of the infamous Dead
Mountain.
Mystery of the Dyatlov group death - Евгений Буянов 2017-09-05
The earlier version of this book published on the Internet literature sites
in January 2009 was called «The mystery of Dyatlov’s accident». In
August 2011 a «paper version» of the book, improved and revised, was
issued in an edition of 3000 copies, with financial help of Nikolai
Antonovich Rundkvist and his publishing house, Eltsin URFU (former
USTU, UPI) and a fund «In memory of Dyatlov’s group» with active
participation of an academician P. I. Bartolomey. We thank everyone for
contribution to our book. According to a proposal of Bartolomey we
changed a title of the book to «The mystery of Dyatlov’s group death»
and its size was considerably cut by way of removal of some appendices
(they can be found in the earlier edition). We also added several articles
of other authors in order to «introduce different opinions» that existed
before our book.This book edition – more full and correct – was created
on the basis of new investigation facts and as a result of constant
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revision of the book during last years. The huge «inertia» of the
investigation of Dyatlov’s group Tragedy let us to receive new proofs and
data of its events and facts but we also reached a higher level of
understanding of crucial reasons of accidents increase in tourism and
mountaineering during solar activity peaks, and explored connection of
this factor with other natural phenomena.
Mysterious Events The world is full of mysteries...
Paranormal Planet - Jack Cary 2019-04-14
Paranormal Planet is an expose on real paranormal events happening
around the world. With many never before seen color photos from the
files of the Paranormal Intelligence Agency. Jack Cary paints a shocking
picture of the very real and terrifying side of modern paranormal
investigations. Jack Cary has been investigating paranormal happenings
for over 25 years. Included is how and why paranormal events happen on
the Earth. Paranormal Planet covers the shocking D.N.A. of Bigfoot to
real cases of werewolves and cryptid creatures of all kinds. Jack has
amassed an amazing amount of evidence that shows the reality that
paranormal events do happen and some of them may pose a direct threat
to planet Earth.
Mountain of the Dead - Keith McCloskey 2013-07-01
The Dyatlov Pass incident resulted in nine unsolved, mysterious deaths;
Keith McCloskey attempts to decipher the bizzare events that led up to
that night and the subsequent aftermathIn January 1959, 10 experienced
young skiers set out to travel to a mountain named Mount Otorten in the
far north of Russia. Otorten translates to "don't go there" in the local
Mansi language. During the trip, one of the skiers fell ill and returned.
The remaining nine lost their way and ended up on another mountain
slope known as Kholat Syakhl, or "Mountain of the Dead." On the night of
February 1, 1959, something or someone caused the skiers to flee their
tent in terror, using knives to slash their way out instead of using the
entrance. When they failed to return home, search parties were sent out
and their bodies were found, some with massive internal injuries but all
without external marks. The autopsy report showed that the injuries
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were caused by "an unknown compelling force." Subsequently, the area
was sealed off for years by the authorities and the deaths and events of
that night remained unexplained. Benefiting from original research
carried out in Russia, this book attempts to explain what happened to the
nine skiers who lost their lives in what has come to be known as the
"Dyatlov Pass Incident."
Mysteries Uncovered - Emily G. Thompson 2020-09-08
The mysterious is all around us... UFOs, extraterrestrial encounters,
baffling disappearances-Mysteries Uncovered investigates, without
prejudice, some of the most notorious, disturbing, and enduring
mysteries ever recorded. - UFO activity: the Roswell Incident, the
Phoenix Lights, the Rendlesham Incident... - Alien abduction: the Barney
and Betty Hill case... - Uncanny events: the missing crew of the Marie
Celeste, the lost colony of Roanoke, the fate of Amelia Earhart... Notorious disappearances: the cases of Lord Lucan and "D.B. Cooper"...
For every instance rationalized away, there is another that defies
explanation...
The Dyatlov Pass. The Hike of the Doomed through the Forbidden
Areas. Book 1. The conclusions of Kochetkov - Aleksander
Kochetkov 2022-05-15
The famous researcher Aleksander Kochetkov for the first time publishes
his conclusions regarding the events associated with the group of Igor
Dyatlov.
Dyatlov Pass Incident - John Downey 2020-12-26
In February 1959, nine hikers, led by Igor Dyatlov, died in mysterious
circumstances on the slopes of the Ural Mountains. Rescuers found their
bodies hundreds of metres from the campsite. The tent had been slashed
from the inside and still contained their clothes and shoes. Their halfnaked corpses had crushed ribs, fractured skulls; one poor girl was even
missing her tongue. An inquest at the time concluded that they had been
killed by "unknown compelling natural force". Numerous conspiracy
theories have since offered more outlandish explanations: from Soviet
military tests to yetis and aliens. Sixty years on, the Dyatlov Pass incident
is a cold case that still has investigators stumped.
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Dead Mountain - Donnie Eichar 2014-10-21
In February 1959, a group of nine experienced hikers in the Russian Ural
Mountains died mysteriously on an elevation known as Dead Mountain.
Eerie aspects of the incident— unsettling and unexplained causes of
death, a strange final photograph taken by one of the hikers, and signs of
radioactivity—have led to decades of speculation over what really
happened. This New York Times bestseller is a gripping work of literary
nonfiction delves into the mystery through unprecedented access to the
hikers' own journals and photographs, government case files, dozens of
interviews, and the author's retracing of the hikers' fateful journey in the
Russian winter. A fascinating portrait of the young hikers and a skillful
interweaving of their story and the author's investigations, here for the
first time is the real story of what happened that night on Dead
Mountain.
Kholat Syakhl - Audrey Kelly 2014-12-28
this book is based on an actual true event. In 1959 nine hiker's went
missing in the Northern Ural mountain range on February 2nd. Weeks
after their supposed return trip. A search and rescue team was set up
when the hiker's did not return for their trip. Their bodies were
discovered and all nine of them dead. The bodies had mysterious injuries
and other strange oddities. The deaths were listed as unexplained.
Present year 2014, a paranormal investigation team was called in to try
to find the cause of the nine hiker's demise. But they were unaware of
the dangers they had put themselves in. Will they survive Kholat Syakhl:
Mountain Of The Dead?
The Dyatlov Pass. - Svetlana Oss 2016-10-20
Full autopsy reports of the members of tragically perished Dyatlov group.
Translation from Russian by Svetalana Oss. Pl be aware: It is not a book
by itself, it is a companion volume to "Don't Go There" book by the same
author.
The Lighthouse - Keith McCloskey 2014-07-01
On 26 December 1900, the vessel Hesperus arrived at Eilean Mor in the
remote Outer Hebrides with a relief lighthouseman and fresh provisions.
The lighthouse had been in operation for a year, but it had been noted
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that no light had been seen from Eilean Mor for several days. The relief
keeper, Joseph Moore, found the lighthouse to be completely deserted,
and a subsequent search of the island failed to reveal any sign of what
had happened to the three keepers. The last entry in the logbook had
been made on 15 December and contained a number of strange and
distressing clues as to the mental states of the men. One was reported to
have been crying, while another had become ‘very quiet’. When it was
revealed that the men’s oilskin coats were missing and the clock in the
lighthouse had stopped, theories surrounding the keepers’ fates
inevitably proliferated. These included a giant wave washing them away,
murder or suicide. Others favoured more esoteric explanations – Eilean
Mor was believed to have mystical properties. In The Lighthouse, Keith
McCloskey explores this mysterious and chilling story in depth for the
first time and reveals a shocking conclusion.
The Gulag Study City of Exiles - Alec Nevala-Lee 2012-12-04
In the lightning-paced sequel to The Icon Thief, Europe’s turbulent past
and terrifying future are set to collide in the streets and prisons of
London—and beyond. Rachel Wolfe, a gifted FBI agent assigned to a
major investigation overseas, discovers that a notorious gun runner has
been murdered at his home in London, his body set on fire. When a
second victim is found under identical circumstances, the ensuing chase
plunges Wolfe and her colleagues into a breathless race across Europe, a
secret war between two ruthless intelligence factions, and a hunt for a
remorseless killer with a deadly appointment in Helsinki. At the heart of
the mystery lies one of the strangest unsolved incidents in the history of
Russia—the unexplained death of nine mountaineers in the Dyatlov Pass
five decades before. And at the center of it all stands a figure from
Wolfe’s own past, the Russian thief and former assassin known in
another life as the Scythian…
Unsolved Aviation Mysteries - Keith McCloskey 2020-03-02
CONSPIRACY theories of sabotage, murder and even UFOs flourish
around the greatest unsolved mysteries of aviation from the twentieth
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century. This account of the most intriguing loose ends from aeronautical
history provides the known details of five great mysteries and the best
(and most colourful) attempts to explain what might have happened.
Planes disappearing out of the sky, shady dealings with Sri-Lankan
businessmen, the plummeting death of the richest man in the world in
1928 and even the Kennedy family all feature in these gripping open
cases. Having previously written about the Dyatlov Pass Incident and
cast his detail-oriented eye over many other aviation mishaps, Keith
McCloskey now turns his attention to reassessing these five mysteries
–all of which occurred over water, none of them ever resolved.
HPI: Warriors of the Supernatural - Paul Dale Roberts & Deanna Jaxine
Stinson 2015-08-03
Halo Paranormal Investigations takes you on a journey into the unknown.
Deanna Jaxine Stinson lays out her metaphysical and spiritual
philosophy.
My First Disney Classics Bedtime Storybook - Disney Books 2018-10-23
Read along with Disney! Bedtime stories are classic, even for the littlest
dreamers. Follow along with word-for-word narration in this collection of
favorite Disney stories that's perfect for those cuddly moments!
Introduction to International and Global Studies, Third Edition - Shawn
C. Smallman 2020-07-06
Shawn C. Smallman and Kimberley Brown's popular introductory
textbook for undergraduates in international and global studies is now
released in a substantially revised and updated third edition.
Encompassing the latest scholarship in what has become a markedly
interdisciplinary endeavor and an increasingly chosen undergraduate
major, the book introduces key concepts, themes, and issues and then
examines each in lively chapters on essential topics, including the history
of globalization; economic, political, and cultural globalization; security,
energy, and development; health; agriculture and food; and the
environment. Within these topics the authors explore such diverse and
pressing subjects as commodity chains, labor (including present-day
slavery), pandemics, human rights, and multinational corporations and
the connections among them. This textbook, used successfully in both
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traditional and online courses, provides the newest and most crucial
information needed for understanding our rapidly changing world. New
to this edition: *Close to 50% new material *New illustrations, maps, and
tables *New and expanded emphases on political and economic
globalization and populism; health; climate change, and development
*Extensively revised exercises and activities *New resume-writing
exercise in careers chapter *Thoroughly revised online teacher's manual
Journey to Dyatlov Pass - Keith McCloskey 2016-10-24
This book describes the author's journey to the Dyatlov Pass in the
northern Ural Mountains in the company of Russian Dyatlov
"Obsessives". It is also a book for people who already know the Dyatlov
story. The physical locations relating to the Dyatlov Incident are
examined and discussed as well as competing theories from some of the
group members about what happened. The second part of the book takes
a critical look at the autopsies. This is followed by an intensive look at
some ground-breaking research on the Dyatlov negatives by Valentin
Gerasimovich Yakimenko. The final part of the book discusses the
statements made by the two senior figures in the investigation and
finishes with a scenario as to what may have happened on that fateful
night of 1/2 February 1959.
Mountain of the Dead - Keith McCloskey 2013-07-01
In January 1959, ten experienced young skiers set out for Mount Otorten
in the far north of Russia. While one of the skiers fell ill and returned.,
the remaining nine lost their way and ended up on another mountain
slope known as Kholat Syakhl (or ‘Mountain of the Dead’). On the night
of 1 February 1959 something or someone caused the skiers to flee their
tent in such terror that they used knives to slash their way out. Search
parties were sent out and their bodies were found, some with massive
internal injuries but with no external marks on them. The autopsy stated
the violent injuries were caused by ‘an unknown compelling force’. The
area was sealed off for years by the authorities and the full events of that
night remained unexplained. Using original research carried out in
Russia and photographs from the skier's cameras, Keith McCloskey
attempts to explain what happened to the nine young people who lost
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their lives in the mysterious ‘Dyatlov Pass Incident’.
Summary of Keith McCloskey's Mountain of the Dead - Everest Media,
2022-09-09T22:59:00Z
Please note: This is a companion version & not the original book. Sample
Book Insights: #1 On January 23, 1959, the group of ten skiers spent the
day at the Ural Polytechnic Institute in Sverdlovsk. They were all
members of the UPI Sports Club and were frantically packing their
rucksacks and getting their equipment ready. They were anticipating a
fun trip to Mount Otorten, but their plans were suddenly thrown into
disarray when Igor Dyatlov was killed in a car accident. #2 The group of
ten skiers spent the day at the Ural Polytechnic Institute in Sverdlovsk
on January 23, 1959. They were all members of the UPI Sports Club, and
they were anticipating a fun trip to Mount Otorten. However, their plans
were thrown into disarray when Igor Dyatlov was killed in a car accident.
#3 The group of ten skiers spent the day at the Ural Polytechnic Institute
in Sverdlovsk on January 23, 1959. They were members of the UPI Sports
Club, and they were anticipating a fun trip to Mount Otorten. However,
their plans were thrown into disarray when Igor Dyatlov was killed in a
car accident. #4 On Jan. 23, 1959, the group of ten skiers spent the day
at the Ural Polytechnic Institute in Sverdlovsk. They were members of
the UPI Sports Club, and they were anticipating a fun trip to Mount
Otorten. However, their plans were thrown into disarray when Igor
Dyatlov was killed in a car accident.
Don't Go There - Svetlana Oss 2020-06-15
All of Russia knows this murder mystery. Nobody knows the truth.Nine
wholesome University students mountaineering in the Urals go missing,
and are later uncovered from the snows of a bleak forest's edge in the
Siberian Taiga, in a series of grisly discoveries. Why were the climbers
wearing no boots? Why were stout branches of the forest pines singed to
a height of thirty feet? What were the mysterious markings in the bark of
nearby trees? What was so-called "overwhelming force" that was capable
of breaking eight ribs in a single blow without bruises? Why the KGB
infiltrated all the search parties and attended the funerals? Why the
clothes were tested for radiation? The authoritative book - by
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international author and investigative journalist: Svetlana Oss
(Osadchuk) who has been the leading commentator of this profound
mystery since Moscow Times first sponsored her 2007-2008
investigation. The savage events of 1st February 1959, which took nine
lives and left a trail of smashed and semi-naked bodies across the slopes
of Mount Ortoten, have confounded every credible explanation. Wild and
convincing theories abound. All of them are flawed by the facts. Was it
sex? Was it hypothermia? Was it robbers? In the first reportage to be
published in the English language, The Moscow Times' meticulous
coverage presented the existing versions that have proliferated over fifty
years, carefully sifting each idea, from mad guesses by superstitious
nuts, to reasoned findings of the official investigation.Now Svetlana Oss
formulates the true answer. 'Don't go there' explains for the first time
how this odyssey by nine seasoned climbers, nine experienced members
of the Ekaterinburg University Climbing Society came to end in disaster.
New information, new analysis, new brains - the answer will astound you.
"I am sure that nothing else that I have written has ever made such a
noise in the world, and no wonder. This mystery has an invariable and
puzzling quirk: at least one circumstance is inevitably contradicted by
some other. Not a single explanation out of the many is able to conquer
the riddle - there is always at least one fact that completely ruins
whatever theory one prefers. This excites people. It excites me."
Dyatlov Pass Keeps Its Secret - Irina Lobatcheva 2013-09-29
In the winter of 1959, nine hikers vanished under eerie circumstances on
the slopes of the Northern Ural Mountains in Russia. A month later their
corpses were found, maimed and broken by eldritch forces. This incident
has provoked wild speculation among even the most skeptical crowds,
stimulated discussion among every conspiracy theorist in Russia, and
haunted the imagination of many a hiker for half a century. Recently, the
mystery of so-called "Dyatlov Pass" has undergone a renaissance of
interest and has gained international publicity and coverage in the news,
Hollywood, and literature. This book provides, in an easy-to-read format,
comprehensive, bias-free coverage of the incident--complete with
medical autopsy reports, excerpts from legal proceedings connected with
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the deaths of the hikers, and testimonies from the first responders who
found the bodies. In short, this book contains everything one needs to
join the ranks of thousands of people trying to uncover the secrets of the
Dyatlov Pass.
Don't Go There - Svetlana Oss 2015-12-11
Nine university students mountaineering in the Urals go missing, and are
later uncovered from the snows of a bleak forest's edge in the Siberian
Taiga, in a series of grisly discoveries. Why were the climbers wearing no
boots? Why were stout branches of the forest pines singed to a height of
thirty feet? What were the mysterious markings in the bark of nearby
trees? What was so-called "overwhelming force" that was capable of
breaking eight ribs in a single blow without bruises? Why the KGB
infiltrated all the search parties and attended the funerals? Why the
clothes were tested for radiation? A real story that happened in Russia in
1959 and has become one of the world's creepiest mysteries. New
information, new analysis, new intelligence - the answer will astound you
Dyatlov Pass - Alan Baker 2020-12-15
In February 1959, a group of friends went on a ski-hiking trip to a remote
mountain in the northern Urals. Something killed them. Fifty years later,
a man is discovered wandering in the wilderness, exhausted and
terrified...
1079: The Overwhelming Force of Dyatlov Pass - Teodora Hadjiyska
2021-01-29
Height 1079 was the name of the mountain where the nine members of
the Dyatlov trekking group perished in 1959. The bizarre circumstances
of their death and the ensuing frenzy surrounding the incident brought
to attention the original name given to the place by the local Mansi
people - Kholat Syakhl, or Dead (Barren) Mountain. Until now, there has
been no plausible explanation of what actually happened on that fateful
night of February 1, 1959. This book offers a startling new theory, based
on well-documented evidence rather than wild speculations, that finally
ties together all of known facts about the Dyatlov mystery into a credible
sequence of causes and effects.This book is available in Russian https:
//www.amazon.com/dp/B08V3GYL9V
dyatlov-pass
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Unexplained: Exploring the Mysterious - Sarah A. Shepherd
2012-04-01
Are you intrigued by the unexplained? Then look no further. This book is
a compilation of mysterious topics that will open your eyes and expand
your mind. For example, did you know there is evidence that man might
actually be millions of years older than what is currently taught? Or that
ancient cultures knew of, and possibly utilized, aviation? Or that there is
evidence giants may have literally once inhabited the earth? This book
covers all that is mentioned, and more!
The Dyatlov Pass Mystery Not a Cold Case - Henning Kuersten 2021
In February 1959, a group of nine experienced hikers in the Russian Ural
Mountains died mysteriously on an elevation known as Dead Mountain.
Eerie aspects of the incident-- unexplained violent injuries, signs that
they cut open and fled the tent without proper clothing or shoes, a
strange final photograph taken by one of the hikers, and elevated levels
of radiation found on some of their clothes-- have led to decades of
speculation over what really happened.
Dead Mountain - Donnie Eichar 2013-10-22
New York Times bestseller! — What happened that night on Dead
Mountain? The mystery of Dead Mountain: In February 1959, a group of
nine experienced hikers in the Russian Ural Mountains died mysteriously
on an elevation known as Dead Mountain. Eerie aspects of the
incident—unexplained violent injuries, signs that they cut open and fled
the tent without proper clothing or shoes, a strange final photograph
taken by one of the hikers, and elevated levels of radiation found on
some of their clothes—have led to decades of speculation over what
really happened. As gripping and bizarre as Hunt for the Skin Walker:
This New York Times bestseller, Dead Mountain: The Untold True Story
of the Dyatlov Pass Incident, is a gripping work of literary nonfiction that
delves into the mystery of Dead Mountain through unprecedented access
to the hikers' own journals and photographs, rarely seen government
records, dozens of interviews, and the author's retracing of the hikers'
fateful journey in the Russian winter. You'll love this real-life tale: Dead
Mountain is a fascinating portrait of young adventurers in the Soviet era,
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and a skillful interweaving of the hikers' narrative, the investigators'
efforts, and the author's investigations. Here for the first time is the real
story of what happened that night on Dead Mountain.
Stuff You Should Know - Josh Clark 2020-11-24
From the duo behind the massively successful and award-winning
podcast Stuff You Should Know comes an unexpected look at things you
thought you knew. Josh Clark and Chuck Bryant started the podcast Stuff
You Should Know back in 2008 because they were curious—curious
about the world around them, curious about what they might have
missed in their formal educations, and curious to dig deeper on stuff they
thought they understood. As it turns out, they aren't the only curious
ones. They've since amassed a rabid fan base, making Stuff You Should
Know one of the most popular podcasts in the world. Armed with their
inquisitive natures and a passion for sharing, they uncover the weird,
fascinating, delightful, or unexpected elements of a wide variety of
topics. The pair have now taken their near-boundless "whys" and "hows"
from your earbuds to the pages of a book for the first time—featuring a
completely new array of subjects that they’ve long wondered about and
wanted to explore. Each chapter is further embellished with snappy
visual material to allow for rabbit-hole tangents and
digressions—including charts, illustrations, sidebars, and footnotes.
Follow along as the two dig into the underlying stories of everything
from the origin of Murphy beds, to the history of facial hair, to the
psychology of being lost. Have you ever wondered about the world
around you, and wished to see the magic in everyday things? Come get
curious with Stuff You Should Know. With Josh and Chuck as your guide,
there’s something interesting about everything (...except maybe
jackhammers).
Starvation Heights - Gregg Olsen 2005-05-03
In this true story—a haunting saga of medical murder set in an era of
steamships and gaslights—Gregg Olsen reveals one of the most unusual
and disturbing criminal cases in American history. In 1911 two wealthy
British heiresses, Claire and Dora Williamson, arrived at a sanitorium in
the forests of the Pacific Northwest to undergo the revolutionary “fasting
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treatment” of Dr. Linda Burfield Hazzard. It was supposed to be a
holiday for the two sisters, but within a month of arriving at what the
locals called Starvation Heights, the women underwent brutal treatments
and were emaciated shadows of their former selves. Claire and Dora
were not the first victims of Linda Hazzard, a quack doctor of
extraordinary evil and greed. But as their jewelry disappeared and
forged bank drafts began transferring their wealth to Hazzard’s
accounts, the sisters came to learn that Hazzard would stop at nothing
short of murder to achieve her ambitions.
Into the Abyss - Carol Shaben 2013-05-21
Only four men survived the plane crash. The pilot. A politician. A cop...
and the criminal he was shackled to. On an icy night in October 1984, a
commuter plane carrying nine passengers crashed in the remote
wilderness of northern Alberta, killing six people. Four survived: the
rookie pilot, a prominent politician, a cop, and the criminal he was
escorting to face charges. Despite the poor weather, Erik Vogel, the 24year-old pilot, was under intense pressure to fly. Larry Shaben, the
author's father and Canada's first Muslim Cabinet Minister, was
commuting home after a busy week at the Alberta Legislature. Constable
Scott Deschamps was escorting Paul Archambault, a drifter wanted on
an outstanding warrant. Against regulations, Archambault's handcuffs
were removed-a decision that would profoundly impact the men's
survival. As the men fight through the night to stay alive, the dividing
lines of power, wealth, and status are erased, and each man is forced to
confront the precious and limited nature of his existence.
Dead Mountain - Donnie Eichar 2013-10-22
A New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestseller – What happened
that night on Dead Mountain? The mystery of Dead Mountain: In
February 1959, a group of nine experienced hikers in the Russian Ural
Mountains died mysteriously on an elevation known as Dead Mountain.
Eerie aspects of the incident—unexplained violent injuries, signs that
they cut open and fled the tent without proper clothing or shoes, a
strange final photograph taken by one of the hikers, and elevated levels
of radiation found on some of their clothes—have led to decades of
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speculation over what really happened. As gripping and bizarre as Hunt
for the Skin Walker: This New York Times bestseller, Dead Mountain:
The Untold True Story of the Dyatlov Pass Incident, is a gripping work of
literary nonfiction that delves into the mystery of Dead Mountain through
unprecedented access to the hikers' own journals and photographs,
rarely seen government records, dozens of interviews, and the author's
retracing of the hikers' fateful journey in the Russian winter. You'll love
this real-life tale: Dead Mountain is a fascinating portrait of young
adventurers in the Soviet era, and a skillful interweaving of the hikers'
narrative, the investigators' efforts, and the author's investigations. Here
for the first time is the real story of what happened that night on Dead
Mountain.
Kiss the Sky - MK Schiller 2018-01-02
Love can move mountains . . . Strong, athletic, and driven, Tristan
Sinclair is determined to fulfill his late brother’s wish to climb Pakistan’s
K2, the world’s second highest mountain. He never expects part of the
challenge will be getting along with one of his fellow climbers—or that
the greatest peril may lie beyond the summit . . . A passionate, life-long
climber, Pakistan born Farah Nawaz is skeptical of the hotshot from
Arizona. But as she and Tristan help each other conquer obstacle after
obstacle, they find they have more in common than they
thought—including a simmering attraction. And when suspicious deaths
put them in the sights of a ruthless killer, they’ll have to cover their
tracks long enough to find out why—and stay alive for a future together .
..
The Last Equation of Isaac Severy - Nova Jacobs 2018-03-06
*Wall Street Journal’s “Mysteries: Best of 2018” *Book of the Month Club
Selection *Edgar Award Nominee: Best First Novel by an American
Author A “hugely entertaining” (Wall Street Journal) mystery starring “a
Royal Tenenbaums-esque clan of geniuses” (Martha Stewart
Living)—perfect for fans of Mr. Penumbra’s 24-Hour Bookstore. In this
“riveting…brilliant” (Booklist) debut, Hazel Severy, the owner of a
struggling Seattle bookstore, receives a letter from her adoptive
grandfather—mathematician Isaac Severy—days after he dies in a
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suspected suicide. In his puzzling letter, Isaac alludes to a secretive
organization that is after his final bombshell equation, and he charges
Hazel with safely delivering it to a trusted colleague. But first, she must
find where the equation is hidden. While in Los Angeles for Isaac’s
funeral, Hazel realizes she’s not the only one searching for his life’s
work, and that the equation’s implications have potentially disastrous
consequences for the extended Severy family, a group of dysfunctional
geniuses unmoored by the sudden death of their patriarch. As agents of
an enigmatic company shadow Isaac’s favorite son—a theoretical
physicist—and a long-lost cousin mysteriously reappears in Los Angeles,
the equation slips further from Hazel’s grasp. She must unravel a series
of confounding clues hidden inside one of her favorite novels, drawing
her ever closer to his mathematical treasure. But when her efforts fall
short, she is forced to enlist the help of those with questionable motives.
“A novel that is anything but clueless, filled with consideration and
compassion” (The Washington Post), The Last Equation of Isaac Severy
proves that, like Hazel, you don’t have to love math to fall under the
Severy spell.
HPI: From Dusk till Dawn - Paul Dale Roberts and Deanna Jaxine
Stinson 2016-09-16
Halo Paranormal Investigations (HPI International) sets out on their
paranormal adventures with Deanna Jaxine Stinson - Co-Owner &
Sensitive; Paul Dale Roberts - Co-Owner; Bonnie Muir-Waldron - Tech
Support; Xandean Smith - Documentarian; Abigail Williams - Tech
Support. Let's see what they find!
Death of Nine - Launton Anderson 2019-01-07
A book that guides the reader through the Dyatlov Pass mystery. It's a
cohesive collection of facts, photos, autopsy profiles, and theories
presented in a clear and straightforward manner. This mystery is 60
years old, yet it still resonates today. Nine experienced winter hikers
were found dead with horrific injuries such as missing eyes and crushed
ribs. This is the only book that utilizes and presents all the clues to
support a viable theory and does it in a manner that is well-written and
memorable.
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Dark Harvest - Will Jordan 2022-08-16
For fans of World War Z, a chilling mystery, an ancient threat, and a race
against time to save humanity—inspired by the true events of the Dyatlov
Pass incident Russia, 1959. Nine members of a Soviet mountaineering
team on an ambitious expedition into the Ural Mountains are found dead,
victims of massive and bizarre injuries. The Dyatlov Pass incident, as this
grisly event came to be known, remains unexplained to this day.Iraq,
2019. Ex-soldier-turned-mercenary Cameron Becker is escorting a
Russian businessman named Luka Belikov through Baghdad. It seems
like a routine job, until Belikov is abducted on Becker’s watch. After
forming an uneasy alliance with WHO medic Lori Dalton, Becker sets out
to uncover the truth behind the attack, and quickly realizes he’s caught
in the middle of something far bigger and more dangerous. As bio-
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terrorists prepare to unleash a virus that causes humans to descend into
ravenous madness, the pair are thrust into a desperate race against time
to prevent a global plague that could wipe out human civilization. Who is
behind the attack? What do they want? And how can humanity hope to
survive? Becker and Dalton’s answers may just lie deep within the icy
wastes of the Ural Mountains ...
Dyatlov Pass - Alan K. Baker 2013-07-25
"In February 1959, a group of friends went on a ski-hiking trip to a
remote mountain in the northern Urals. Something killed them. ...
Alarmed and mystified, the Soviet government classified the case as top
secret, and closed off the region to all civilians for the next three years.
Fifty years later, a man is discovered wandering in the wilderness,
exhausted and terrified"--Page 4 of cover.
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